
 

CAPABILITY STATEMENT 

COMPANY DATA 

Bohning Company LTD. 
7361 N. 7 Mile Road 
Lake City, MI 49651-9293 
 
Phone:  
Office: 231.229.4247 
Fax: 231.229.4615 
 
Website: 
 https://adkrescue.com/ 
 
Point of Contact: 
Karen Abrahamson 
VP of Administrative Services 
Phone 231-229-4247, ext. 2111 
kabrahamson@bohning.com 
 
UEI:  JACKCJ9S2EA7 
CAGE Code: OBA37 
HUBZone Certified 
 
NAICS Codes: 332216 Primary 
325510    333248    333511 
339920    423910 
 

CORE COMPETENCIES 

Bohning is a 75+ year old Michigan based engineering and manufacturing firm of 
outdoor products. The ADK-3 in 1 Ice Rescue Tool is built and engineered for ice 
rescue professionals. The ADK-3 in 1 is an ice spud, a measurement tool for ice, 
and it can be used as an anchor point for ice rescues. The spud has a serrated edge 
which cuts quickly and easily through the toughest ice, and is not only used to cre-
ate holes in the ice, but can also be used in accessing the ice for safety.  The laser 
engraved measurements on the shaft allow you to quickly estimate the amount of 
ice once the hole is spudded. It’s constructed of USA steel and is made with the ice 
rescue professionals in mind. A mountain tough tool that can be stored, transported 
and ready for action in under 30 seconds is a key to saving lives. It comes in a sturdy 
vinyl case in 2 pieces and is connected by an easy release clevis pin. With an inter-
nally stored cinch stick, the tool can be deployed and anchored to the ice and it will 
not budge from its place, allowing the ice rescue teams to safely retrieve the victim 
form the water. Visit our website to watch video demonstrations. 

 

DIFFERENTIATORS 

 Ease of use and stored with it’s 2 piece design 

 Heavy duty serrated spud (can be sharpened) 

 Weighted end for easy implementation and removal 

 T-handle for a sure grip 

 Welded anchor point 

 Heavy duty tool roll included 

 75+ years of engineering & manufacturing outdoor equipment 

 

Past Performance 

 Easton Technical Products—Have supplied them with millions of urethane vanes for arrow production starting in 
2007 to present day 

 Rec Boat Holdings– Supply stainless steel canopy anchor points, 2021 to present day 

 Dairy Cow Hoof Trimmers across the USA-Supply dairy cow hoof blocks to aid in cow ulcer recovery, 2020 to pre-
sent day 


